THE GREAT HEADLAMP DEBATE
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Headlamps are an amazing and useful tool, for tasks and
outdoor recreation, allowing the user to focus on what
they're doing without having to use their hands to hold a
flashlight. The technology in headlamps is always improving,
and with that comes an increasing number of rechargeable
options. Does that mean disposable battery operated
headlamps are a thing of the past? Many users insist on
their reliability, but that may be based solely on positive
user user experience and the fact that for so long they were
the only option available. Let's look into a comparison of the
two, but before we do, be aware that there are options
available that will allow you to recharge and add disposable
batteries as a backup.
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There are a lot of quality options for both rechargeable and
disposable battery powered headlamps, and good choices are
available for each type. Look for a quality brand and consider all the
tech specifics according to your needs. Most importantly, remember
to ALWAYS bring and extra, and ALWAYS insulate headlamps,
powerbanks, batteries, and other electronics from the cold while
winter hiking. There are commercial electronic insulation products
available, or keep in a thermal pouch with other insulating material.

